HUDDLE UP WITH THE MOST FAMOUS FAMILY IN FOOTBALL - THE MANNINGS!!!Pile into the car with Eli, Peyton and their older brother, Cooper in Family Huddle for a trip to visit their grandparents. Their dad, former NFL star Archie Manning, is at the wheel with Olivia at his side. Eli, Peyton and Cooper joke around and play football at every opportunity. The boys run fun plays like the buttonhook, quarterback sneak, and hook and ladder. Family and football will always be a big deal in the Manning family. Family Huddle is based on some of the Mannings™ memories from their days in Louisiana and Mississippi.
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Customer Reviews
I bought this book for my 7 year old grandson who loves sports. I thought it would be a good way to encourage him to read for pleasure. It worked. He liked the story and thought the pictures were great. He loves Eli and Peyton Manning and thought it was neat that they could write books as well as play football.

O.K., maybe it’s not quite great literature. Maybe the illustrations won’t win a Caldecott. To quote the bizarrely dismissive editorial review, there’s no character development. So what? The Mannings
display enough real character in real life to justify a dozen books. The brothers like each other and admire their parents and grandparents. And they play football. And they represent all the good aspects of sports that we hope our kids will somehow learn. How can this be bad?

I'm based in Denver, the new home of Manning mania. Today was "M" day at my grandson's pre-school. Kids picked things that started with "M" and wrote them on a big poster. Among the words were Mickey Mouse, moose, and Manning. I'll take all of the inspirational picture books they want to print.

I bought this book for my grandson. He just finished his first 'season' in flag football and he loved it! He's a 2nd grader and was able to read the entire book! I would recommend this book for all young and old football fans!

My 6 year old is a huge football fan and a big Manning fan. What he loved most about this book was the football plays illustrated on the inside covers of the book. He's always asking to run the "buttonbook" or the "hook and ladder" plays. The story teaches the importance of family around the love of football. Perfect for the little football nut.

I bought this for my friend's 4 year old for a birthday gift. It was a hit with the whole crowd. The kids followed along the story and the illustrations were well done. Would buy again.

The Manning family is an example of involved parenting. The book is a summary of the different ways the boys played football with dad Archie. They also do regular things that most kids can relate to like visiting Grandma.

My six year old is a huge football fan. We got this book last year at a school book fair and it has been one of his favorites since. We read it tonight in honor of the Broncos winning the Super Bowl! I would definitely recommend if you have a little football fan. Cute story of a family with three little boys who love to play football together.

My son loves Eli Manning and this book introduced him to the rest of the Manning clan. He now has an affinity for the two brothers (Peyton and Cooper), dad (Archie) and mom (Olivia). He asks for us to read it to him every night and can rattle off lines here and there. He can also fill in the blank when one of the boys calls a play - "post pattern"; "quarterback sneak"; "hook and ladder"; etc. If your kid loves football, this is a must-buy book!
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